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Introduction
Honduras is a Central American country rich with natural beauty—and also stricken with poverty and
malnutrition. According to the 2010 UNICEF national report for Honduras, almost 1 in 3 children under 5
years old experience malnutrition, and malnutrition and poverty worsen in rural areas. The 2020 World
Bank Poverty and Equity Report for Honduras estimates that as of 2018, nearly half (48.3%) of
Hondurans live below the national poverty line.
Honduras had the most adolescent births in Central America in 2006 with similar rates in the 20 years
prior, according to the Guttmacher Institute. UNICEF data from 2018 also showed that early childbearing
is prevalent; 22% of women ages 20-24 have given birth before the age of 18. This issue endangers the
safety and well-being of these adolescent women and their babies and puts stress on an unprepared
health system in which one third of new adolescent mothers do not make prenatal care visits. In
addition, many young women are forced to choose between caring for their babies and working to
survive. Children are often abandoned or left to be cared for by siblings that are too young to be
successful caregivers.
Enter Give Hope 2 Kids (GH2K), a nonprofit organization and ministry serving kids and communities in
rural Honduras since 2006. GH2K is a family home, trade school and sustainable farm rolled into one. On
the compound, house parents host children who were orphaned or abandoned in a loving family
environment. The kids attend school and learn trades such as carpentry, cooking and cosmetology. And
the team raises their own livestock and grows their own food. Leaders at Give Hope 2 Kids also put on
community outreach events such as the weekly youth group.
The organizational structure of the ministry includes two campuses. On the main campus in rural Urraco,
four house families take care of children in family homes. Another family helps take over for regular rest
days for house parents. Two other families reside on the property—one family manages the property,
including agriculture and construction projects, and another family works as a music teacher and
worship leader for the youth outreach on Friday nights. Various volunteers serve for a year or more at a
time, usually helping with different projects and teaching according to their areas of expertise. On the
second campus in Roma, a family hosts several high school students in a transition house. This house is
close to the larger city of La Ceiba and the university and will soon become a home base for college
students growing up in the ministry to transition into their adult lives. The Founder and Director, Jason
Furrow, and his wife, Sarah Furrow, oversee the organization, finances, strategy and fundraising.

In 2006, Jason and Sarah Furrow moved to Honduras to teach at local school Instituto El Rey while
visiting other children’s homes in the area and developing a vision for the organization. Over the next
several years, they raised funds to purchase a 100-acre property for the Urraco campus of Give Hope 2
Kids and built the houses and water system from the ground up. They earned official Honduran
nonprofit status in 2010, hired their first house parents, and took in their first children in 2011. Since
then, the team has grown and more and more children have been taken in, and in 2019 the Roma
transition house was finished. The organization has expanded agricultural and livestock endeavors with
the goal of complete self-sustainability. Give Hope 2 Kids also increased community outreach and
developed a robust education program for the children.
According to the GH2K website, the children of the organization are nurtured and mentored by house
parents and staff, who seek to raise Christian leaders who will impact Honduras for good. The kids are
raised by Honduran house parents in order for them to thrive in their own culture and better impact it.
These house parents are long-term caregivers so that kids can enjoy a consistent home life and loving
family bonds. A simple country life offers kids freedom, security and room to run and play. Life skills
training builds their independence and healthy family life increases their relational skills. Plus, the
organization takes in larger sibling groups so that families don’t need to be broken up—they can stay
together and thrive together.

Situation Analysis
Give Hope 2 Kids is in a season of growth and transition. While most nonprofit organizations follow the
standard model in which all donations funnel into a general fund that supports all organizational costs,
Give Hope 2 Kids is different. They are about to shift to a fundraising model (called the 100% Model)
that uses consistent donations to fund operating, and new donations to fund more “glamorous” needs:
sponsoring the kids each month, buying vehicles, special building projects, etc. This model has proved
successful with major nonprofits such as Charity: Water, which served as the inspiration for GH2K to
adopt this model.
Charity: Water is a nonprofit organization that has successfully harnessed the power of the 100% model.
One in ten people worldwide don’t have access to clean water, and Scott Harrison sought to change that
statistic. Like Give Hope 2 Kids, the organization was founded in 2006 to bring clean water to
communities around the world. From the beginning, Harrison desired to use all donations toward giving
people clean water. He did not want to worry about the stability of his charity based on fluctuating
donors. For this reason, Harrison employed the 100% model to provide stability and freedom. The
organization has experienced massive growth each year. To date, Charity: Water has given 11,152,945
people access to water in 28 countries (How We Work).
While Charity: Water has a different vision and a larger, worldwide focus that Give Hope 2 Kids, the
100% model for fundraising is applicable to all sizes of nonprofit and will be extremely helpful. When
GH2K implements this model, they will enjoy stability thanks to a dedicated group of consistent
donors—and freedom to effectively engage sponsors with the message that 100% of their proceeds will
be used for the kids. The model will be scalable and sustainable for years to come, and it brings new
opportunities for social media and overall fundraising efforts.

The new model and the explosive growth of GH2K require intentional fundraising and social media
efforts. Director Furrow mentioned that he and the rest of the team have a great capacity for creating
content and taking photos and videos, but the content usually doesn’t make it onto social media—
Director Furrow is extremely busy with running the organization. They need a system to follow through
and get that content to their audience. They also want to learn about intentional fundraising strategies,
since none of them are formally trained in it.
An added stress to the organization came in the form of a worldwide pandemic in Spring of 2020. Spring
has always been the fundraising season when Director Furrow and his family visit the United States.
They tour churches and organizations to present what the organization has been up to and how people
can help financially. Then the summer season is for hosting mission trip groups in Honduras, which is the
biggest way to gain their monthly sponsors to support the children. Unfortunately, the COVID-19
pandemic and ensuing social distancing measures have put spring fundraising and summer mission trips
on hold. For this reason, it is vital that the organization find creative ways to engage current and future
supporters virtually while observing social distancing.
Media Audit
Give Hope 2 Kids communicates email updates through the MailChimp, an online marketing and
communication service that helps manage mailing lists and campaigns. These email updates are sent
about twice a year, with 618 contacts and 608 subscribers on the email list. Facebook posts go out about
3 times every month or two, with 2,616 page likes and 2,585 followers. Connected to the Facebook page
is a Facebook group (“Friends of Hope”) of 118 people, created in July 2019 to connect volunteers and
financial sponsors with community and special updates. The group has had 10 posts in the last year and
most posts are shared from the main GH2K page.
The next-most-common platform is a blog on their website, with about 2-6 blog posts per year on
average. The website gets 223 unique visits per month with 382 page weekly page visits. The
organization supplements with photos on Instagram (they have 441 followers) once in a while, with the
last post being June of 2019. A detailed website audit revealed several growth areas such as the clarity
and ease of use of the kid sponsorship page and a need for consistent blog updates (see Programming –
Website Refresh for more details).

Research
Industry Standards: Lessons from Public Relations Cases
The book Public Relations Cases by Darrell C. Hayes, Jerry A. Hendrix and Pallavi D. Kumar is an excellent
resource for industry best practices in public relations. In light of the COVID-19 crisis of 2020 underway, I
looked at the chapters on crisis communications and social media. These sections provided excellent
insight to direct the project’s direction, and the following review summarizes some of that insight.
The Crisis Communications chapter addresses how to successfully communicate in a crisis using a Public
Relations Headquarters (PRHQ) and a Public Information Center (PIC). Due to the widespread nature of
the COVID-19 crisis and therefore lack of concentration on Give Hope 2 Kids (the crisis was not directly
related to or caused by the organization) there is no need for a PRHQ or a PIC. However, there is
absolutely a need for clear and consistent communication from a spokesperson like the Director. This
quote from page 346 provides a useful framework for respond to crises that GH2K can surely apply:

“Because of the exceptional nature of crises, objectives for this form of public relations cannot
be carefully planned. Nonetheless, some general guidelines are applicable:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To provide accurate, timely information to all targeted internal and external audiences
To demonstrate concern for the safety of lives
To safeguard organizational facilities and assets
To maintain a positive image of the organization as a good corporate or community citizen.

These guidelines will serve the practitioner well in responding quickly during rapidly evolving
events when faced with high uncertainty” (346)
The chapter also states that “in an emergency situation, most of the communication will be uncontrolled
in the form of news releases, interviews with organizational officials, dialogues on social media sites and
perhaps photographs and b-roll video, although the media representatives will usually take their own
photos. Controlled media will be used sparingly, usually as prepared background material or email, voice
mail, or in-house bulletins for employees” (350).
Finally, the authors recommend that organizations continually share news and relevant information
about the crisis on their website—and also that they should reach out to the public using social media.
The authors use the American Red Cross as a positive example of an organization that consistently
expands its communication reach during crises by using social media. According to the authors,
organizations can post updates on blogs, Facebook and other social media platforms. In addition, a
leader such as a C.E.O. (or in the case of GH2K, a director) might post a YouTube statement. These ideas
are useful to guide GH2K in communicating during the worldwide crisis.
The Social Media Chapter begins with a discussion of the characteristics of social media in the context of
Web 2.0, the second stage of the internet that brought “participation, conversations and the exchange
of user-generated content” (95). Web 2.0 has brought another level of free exchange of ideas to the
internet—anyone can publish anything. People are more transparent, and they expect similar
transparency from organizations. The collaborative nature of social media has created conversation
about countless topics and issues, so an organization’s role in social media is to listen to the
conversation and join where appropriate, finding ways to stand out among the noise. According to the
authors, it is also important to consider that successful social media campaigns are often combined with
a holistic campaign including other methods of communication.
The authors recommend that public relations practitioners begin a social media campaign with research
on the client’s level of engagement with social media (see this case study’s Media Audit, p. x), identifying
any opportunities for campaigns and possible problems that could arise. The largest opportunity for
Give Hope 2 Kids is a sponsorship campaign, because many of the children still need monthly sponsors.
Possible issues could include a lack of clarity on the number of sponsors needed for each child or a lack
of perceived appreciation of current sponsors. Since each child is supported by several sponsors at $45 a
month, some children’s needs are most funded while others only have one sponsor. It would be wise to
clarify the number of sponsors needed for each child and thank the current sponsors for their muchneeded help, while inviting new sponsors to take part in a child’s life through monthly support.
Next, PR practitioners should identify audiences to target with social media (Facebook insights and
Instagram insights are helpful here) and study their values and technographics (levels of digital skills),

realizing that some people are more engaged and prone to engage in content than others. They should
also consider the level of social media use that is right for an organization, and if it is right for them at
all. Just because social media is useful for some organizations doesn’t mean it is useful to all, and the
same principle applies to the number of platforms in which organizations participate. In the case of an
international organization like Give Hope 2 Kids, social media is a crucial line of connection between the
organization’s campuses in Honduras and the sponsors throughout the United States. The COVID-19
pandemic creates an even greater need for social media use, since physical distancing measures will
prevent the GH2K Director from the spring fundraising tour and possibly from hosting summer mission
trips. It is vital that the organization bring their audience(s) on the pandemic journey with them to
sustain long-term relationship with donors and sponsors.
Social media requires time for planning, posting and dialogue. It also demands commitment and
consistency in order to be effective and engage with audiences appropriately. In fact, the authors
recommend that if an organization is unable to post consistently, that they simply listen and survey the
social media landscape instead of participating in the organization’s name (96). In addition, the chapter
recommends that if there is not a system or policy in place to provide social media guidelines (such as
content, conduct and engagement) then a campaign may wish to start by creating some. The authors
support the idea of social media guidelines with the point that they can assist an organization in an
effort to put forth cohesive communications across all platforms and organizational team members.
GH2K would greatly benefit from social media guidelines in light of the transitional time in the
organization and future delegation of social media responsibilities to various team members over time.
Next, the chapter addresses objectives, programming and evaluation. The chapter recommends that
social media campaigns, like other campaigns, include both output objectives (goals for what to create
and post) and input objectives (goals for desired results like awareness, views, engagement, follows,
sales or sponsorships). Programming can include blog posts, short text posts, videos, photos,
slideshows… the possibilities are endless and will vary platform to platform, but no matter what,
engaging visuals are key to catch people’s attention. The following quote provides helpful tips on blog
writing, a starting place for many social media campaigns:
“The writing should be informational and useful to the audience. Like a news release, a blog should
make “news.” Let people know how the organization thinks about an issue. Get members of the online
community to subscribe to RSS feeds (Really Simple Syndication) and widgets that tell them when you
have added content to your website or blog. Writing a blog follows the rules of rhetoric. Establish your
credibility, use emotion and stories to capture attention, and use logic to convince. Have a voice. Think
about expanding the scope of blogs in the organization. Encourage experts in the organization to blog
about their area of expertise. If your company specializes in technology, then train a tech expert on the
principles of good blog writing” (101).
Give Hope 2 Kids uses blog writing as one of their main social media tactics, and blogs are often shared
through email updates and on Facebook. Although the organization does not specialize in technology,
there are many topics such as sustainability, child and family psychology and education that various
team members could address in a blog post. One idea is for the Director to interview people as well—
since some team members speak primarily Spanish, the interviews could be translated later.
Finally, to evaluate the success of a social media campaign, it is necessary to compare the output
objectives with what was actually created and posted and compare the input objectives with the effects

or results of the campaign. In-platform tools like Facebook Insights and Instagram Insights can give
helpful data for evaluation. Overall, this chapter of Public Relations Cases offers a valuable framework
for social media strategy and action that Give Hope 2 Kids could apply to future campaigns.

Objectives
Desired Outcomes (Impact objectives):
•
•

•

Create strategy. Help the team learn how to design effective and creative communication and
fundraising strategies, especially through social media.
Increase efficiency. Find a way to continually pass on knowledge from team member to team
member (a sustainable system, similar to discipleship). Enjoy a clear communications workflow
among the Give Hope 2 Kids team that allows the Director to focus on directing the ministry
without getting bogged down in day-to-day social media, and that allows other team members
to contribute and employ creative communication and fundraising tactics with consistency.
Foster an engaged community. The COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 will likely cause summer
service trips to be canceled. Hosting various groups on short-term summer service trips is a key
way that Give Hope 2 Kids builds relationships with current and potential donors. So this
pandemic calls for new and creative ways to build relationships with the audience, and clear,
timely communication about how the pandemic is affecting the organization.

Due to the large-scale nature of these three impact objectives, it will be necessary to evaluate them on a
long-term basis.
Action Plan (Output objectives):
The output objectives for this campaign include:
1. Assist with crisis communications which will provide pandemic communications
• Write two to three blog posts
• Adapt them to email updates
2. Refresh child sponsorship outreach
• Consult with GH2K on rejuvenation of the website, especially the child sponsorship
pages, to reach out to potential sponsors.
• Design a new informational booklet for current sponsors.
3. Establish social media foundation
• Design donor survey to inform and focus social media fundraising tactics
• Build social media center webpage that includes a written social media guidelines
document, videos, tutorials, templates and an image bank to organize efforts

Programming
The programming for this campaign consisted of a strategic communications plan that included the tools
for Give Hope 2 Kids to begin fundraising and communicating based on best practices from the field. In
addition to writing and designing crisis communications materials for the pandemic, I outlined strategies

needed for successful fundraising, such as quantitative research, consistent messaging and knowledge
sustainability. Then I created materials to help execute these strategies. Below is a list of campaign
deliverables that were created for Give Hope 2 Kids.
•

Crisis communications included two blog post updates (see fig. 1, “Crisis Communications”) that
were also combined into a MailChimp email update. The first blog post, “Ministry Update:
COVID-19,” described how the pandemic was affecting the organization and listed ways to
support the ministry. The second post, “Life under Lockdown,” consolidated first-person
pandemic updates from team members on both GH2K campuses. The updates described what
life was like under a strict, military-enforced pandemic lockdown. Both blog post included
striking photos of pandemic-related activities such as leaders wearing masks to buy groceries
and kids planting a vegetable garden and building an oven to increase food stores in a time of
limited food supplies.

•

A thorough website audit was conducted to investigate opportunities and problems on the Give
Hope 2 Kids website, especially the home page and the child sponsorship page. I suggested
several design changes, such as making the mission statement and values more prominent on
the home page, adding more photos of kids together with house parents and making “donate”
buttons more prominent and clickable. Other ideas included streamlining the child sponsorship
page to make it easier to see how many sponsors each child still needed, among other
copywriting and wording suggestions.

•

The donor survey was an anonymous convenience survey designed to be distributed over email
and given to the client for future use (I included information on how to distribute surveys in the
social media center). The survey drew on examples from previous surveys of Lighthouse Mission
Ministries, another faith-based nonprofit, and surveys from my previous consulting work with
the Kulshan Chorus nonprofit. included seven initial questions, plus eight more question options
should the Director decide to explore other topics or add more open-ended questions. In
addition to demographic questions, the survey included questions that would guide future
fundraising efforts, such as “How do you get your info about nonprofits/charities? (Choose all
that apply),” “What topics would you like to hear more about? (choose all that apply)” and
“How effective do you find out current communication?” To read the entire survey, please see
figure 2, “Donor Survey.” I hypothesize that people will be gaining nonprofit information from
mostly online sources in light of the coronavirus pandemic and social distancing. I also expect to
see responses asking for more stories of individual children and more frequent communication.

•

The social media guidelines document was a comprehensive, 12-page document of policies and
instructions for how to effectively communicate according to Give Hope 2 Kids standards, and
how to represent the organization well (see figure 3, “Social Media Guidelines,” for the first two
pages of the document). The document sections included “Posting Policies for GH2K Team
Members,” “Developing a Social Media Strategy” and “Daily Best Practices” (including what to
post, how to develop an organizational voice and tone, which platform to post on and when,
and how to use a content calendar). The document also included tutorials for Facebook Ads and
Insights, tips on video storytelling and “Strategy Lessons from Public Relations Cases” (a

condensed version of the research section above). The guidelines were based in part on the
Western Washington University Social Media Guidelines and they included many resources and
tutorials from blogs about social media. This document is meant to be a starting point, a
template, that the Director can edit and add to throughout the years as GH2K refines social
media strategies. Above all, the document will serve as a foundation for Give Hope 2 Kids social
media, which is a recommended starting point for social media in an organization, according to
Hayes, Hendrix and Kumar in Public Relations Cases.
•

The social media center (see fig. 4) is a private webpage accessible only to GH2K team members
with the link. This social media center took resources from the social media guidelines
document and expanded on them in an online format. The center includes accessible links to the
GH2K social media platforms, a search bar, and four tabs: guides, templates, an image bank and
FAQs. These tabs contain resources for social media training, procedures for crisis
communications, a bank of photos and videos, a huge list of blog ideas and more. This
consolidated webpage will give GH2K team members the information they need to
communicate effectively over social media. Plus, it will increase efficiency by allowing the
Director to maintain quality communication without having to find new training resources each
time a new team member arrives.

Evaluation
An evaluation of the outcome and impact objectives showed that overall, the campaign goals were
achieved. The first impact objective of creating strategy was certainly met, since I was able to jump-start
fundraising strategy using the donor survey, social media guidelines and accompanying social media
center. The second impact objective of increasing efficiency was partially met because these materials
will help with creative, consistent communication (particularly the social media calendar instructions).
At the same time, it will be hard to evaluate increased efficiency (especially sustainability of knowledge
over time) until more time has passed, so the success of this objective remains to be seen.
The third impact objective to foster an engaged community was also partially met. Part of this objective
sought to send clear, timely communication about how the pandemic was affecting Give Hope 2 Kids,
and this part was achieved. However, while the part about finding new and creative ways to build
relationships with current and potential donors was begun, it was not finished because I shifted focus
midway through the campaign toward building a communications foundation.
The old adage applies to this situation: “Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to
fish, and you feed him for a lifetime.” I decided that it was more important and useful for the long-term
future to give resources on communications and strategy than to write some more social media posts
that anybody on the team could write. The social media guidelines and webpage are a starting point for
a season of creative social media outreach.
The majority of the output objectives were met; I did succeed in assisting with crisis communications in
the form of two blog posts and adapted them to an email update. I completed the first part of the child
sponsorship outreach rejuvenation efforts which was to conduct a website audit and suggest changes.
However, due to time constraints and the aforementioned shift of campaign focus, I was unable to
design a new informational booklet for child sponsors. The final output objective of establishing a social

media foundation was fully met. The donor survey will help inform and focus future social media
fundraising, and the social media center webpage does include a wealth of resources for Give Hope 2
Kids. Originally, the social media guidelines were going to be solely located on the social media center
webpage, but Director Jason Furrow opted to include them in the new organizational operations plan
that he started during the time of the campaign.

Conclusion
Give Hope 2 Kids has a bright future ahead. The team is resilient and open to change, as shown by their
efforts to transition to different fundraising models and increase fundraising strategies. The worldwide
pandemic will cause them to find creative ways to connect with donors online, but in light of their
resilience and flexibility, I expect them to weather the storm with ease.
I found several growth opportunities for Give Hope 2 Kids. Increased consistency will help greatly in
connecting with donors. Listening to donors and getting to know them is another growth area, and
GH2K can start by conducting the donor survey. In addition, I would like to see Give Hope 2 Kids expand
their Instagram presence, because it is the perfect platform to showcase the striking photo and video
they so regularly capture. Instagram stories in particular are a great way to engage interactively with
donors in light of the shift to digital because of COVID-19. Finally, since Spanish is the first language of
many of the GH2K team members, it would be ideal to interpret the social media guidelines into Spanish
and find Spanish-language tutorials for the social media center.
The topic of bilingual team members suggests many ideas for future research. Give Hope 2 Kids is a
multi-language organization that needs to communicate with different cultures both internally and
externally. Organizations like these need to be aware of how different languages and cultures interpret
information differently. For example, direct translation of news stories between Spanish and English
without conscious interpretation can lead to generalization of culture-specific content and loss of
original meaning, according to Daniel Linder in “La Generación Atrapada.” I would like to investigate
how these issues apply to global communications and international relations. In addition, I want to look
into nonprofit development theories such as donor-centricity (a framework for facilitating relationship
between donors and recipients) to see how they apply to organizations like Give Hope 2 Kids.
This case made evident the need for sustainable knowledge systems within an organization, especially
nonprofits, which involve many volunteers that filter in and out over the years. It is crucial for people to
document what they have learned and train their successors on how to effectively do their job before
moving on. Similarly, leaders need to find ways to create knowledge systems that will share that
knowledge with team members delegate tasks such as social media fundraising, so that the leaders do
not spread themselves too thin.
Give Hope 2 Kids is a perfect example of an organization with all the right components to successfully
fundraise—excellent photos, compelling stories and clear vision, to name a few—but with need for a
system. The social media guidelines document and online social media center will provide a framework
on which to base communications strategies and policies. These materials create a dynamic space for
consolidated resources and knowledge that can be added to over time. And the strategies and materials
created for this campaign will offer Give Hope 2 Kids a jump start at communicating consistently—and a
jump start at fundraising for families.
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